An important subtask in clinical text mining tries to identify whether a clinical finding is expressed as present, absent or unsure in a text. This work presents a system for detecting mentions of clinical findings that are negated or just speculated. The system has been applied to two different types of German clinical texts: clinical notes and discharge summaries. Our approach is built on top of NegEx, a well known algorithm for identifying non-factive mentions of medical findings. In this work, we adjust a previous adaptation of NegEx to German and evaluate the system on our data to detect negation and speculation. The results are compared to a baseline algorithm and are analyzed for both types of clinical documents. Our system achieves an F1-Score above 0.9 on both types of reports.
Introduction
Named entity recognition (NER) and relation extraction (RE) are central research topics in medical text mining. Clinical reports often contain a large number of expressions of negation and speculation. It is important to recognize whether extracted assertions (especially on medical conditions) describe these findings as factual, as contrafactual (absent) or as speculated (suspected). If, for instance, the report mentions urolithiasis (kidney stones) it surely matters, whether this medical condition has been diagnosed, rejected or merely suspected.
In comparison to many other text types, electronic health reports, radiology reports and other kinds of medical reports are often written in a rather telegraphic style. Furthermore they contain many technical terms as well as non-standard and ambiguous abbreviations (Kim et al., 2011) . Many of those issues also appear in social media texts (Reitan et al., 2015) . However, in the biomedical domain there are only very few annotated corpora available, due to data privacy issues. Therefore the curation or development of suitable data and tools for the clinical domain pose great challenges.
Various tools have been created for detecting negations and speculations in English medical reports. Probably the most popular one is NegEx (Chapman et al., 2001 ). The algorithm takes as input sentences with tagged findings and a list of negation and speculation terms called triggers and then determines whether the finding is within the scope of negation or speculation. In comparison to English, German clinical data differs in various characteristics which have to be taken into account for the successful application of an algorithm detecting non-factuality. First of all, German is a richly inflected language (e.g. no can be translated as kein, keiner, keine etc.). Furthermore, German includes discontinuous triggers, such as kann ... ausgeschlossen werden ... 1 (can be ruled out). Triggers may precede, but may also follow the negated expression, as presented in Table 1 . Regarding this situation, Wiegand et al. (2010) state, that the detection of negation scope in German language is more difficult than in other languages, such as English. Another interesting aspect of German negations are surrounding triggers, such as lehnt ... ab (reject) and wies ... zurück (declined)). In many cases it is possible to reduce/shorten triggers. However, in the case of given examples, a reduction would make the triggers too general, extending them to different meaning: wies (without zurück) for instance, could mean to reject, but also to verify in combination with the separated particle nach. Similar to English, negations can be directly bound to a target word as prefix or suffix, such as unauffällig (unremarkable), fettfrei (nonfat) or motivationslos (without motivation).
In this paper we present an adaptation of NegEx (Chapman et al., 2001) for German clinical notes and discharge summaries. Our work is based on a previous version of NegEx triggers translated to German (Chapman et al., 2013) . We conducted the following modifications: 1) we corrected and extended the trigger set, 2) we extended the regular expressions to possible expansions, and 3) we classified the triggers according to their position relative to the findings. Our work differs from Chapman et al. (2013) in that we evaluate NegEx on German clinical texts. The evaluation is carried out on two types of clinical data sets (clinical notes and discharge summaries) and it is compared to a baseline algorithm.For evaluation purposes we created a gold standard. Our system outperforms the baseline on both document types and achieves a F1-Score of over 0.9.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents previous work in the detection of negation terms in the medical domain. Section 3 presents the main contributions, by explaining the methods and the data sets used, by providing an analysis of length and types of negation and speculation terms and by describing the generation of our gold standard. Section 4 presents the results of evaluating each of the algorithms with the test data set. After a discussion of the obtained results, the paper ends with conclusions and an outlook on future work.
Previous Work
Negation detection in the biomedical domain is a well-studied problem. Various workshops and challenges have addressed this problem in the last years, such as the Workshop on Negation and Speculation in Natural Language Processing in 2010, 2 CoNLL 2010 Shared Task: Learning to Detect Hedges and Their Scope in Natural Language Text (Farkas et al., 2010) , the 2010 i2b2 NLP challenge, that focused on the negation and uncertainty identification (Uzuner et al., 2011) and SEM 2012 Shared Task: Resolving the Scope and Focus of Negation (Morante and Blanco, 2012) . Díaz published a book about Negation and Speculation detection in medical texts (2014). S. M. Meystre and Hurdle (2008) present a review of information extraction in biomedical texts, which also addresses negation detection.
A widely used tool for negation and speculation detection is Negex (Chapman et al., 2001) . The method uses a simple algorithm based on regular expressions to detect triggers that indicate negation or speculation. Next it uses a window of words preceding or following each relevant term to determine if the term is under the scope of negation or speculation or not. NegEx has been extended to Context (Harkema et al., 2009 ) and adapted to Swedish, French, Spanish and other languages with good results (Skeppstedt, 2011; Deléger and Grouin, 2012; Cotik et al., 2016; Stricker et al., 2015; Costumero et al., 2014; Afzal et al., 2014) . Beside NegEx and Context a wide range of other methods exist, e.g. based on syntactic techniques (Huang and Lowe, 2007; Mehrabi et al., 2015; Sohn et al., 2012; Cotik et al., 2016) or machine learning techniques (Uzuner et al., 2009 ). However, in clinical context simple methods, such as NegEx work very reliably for the task they have been designed for.
Other research has been dedicated to clinical negation detection together with the detection of pathological entities in German texts. Bretschneider et al. (2013) classify sentences containing pathological and non-pathological findings in German radiology reports. Their approach uses a syntacto-semantic parsing approach. Gros and Stede (2013) present Negtopus, a system that identifies negations and their scope in medical diagnoses written in German and in English. Chapman et al. (2013) translate NegEx triggers into Swedish, French and German. The work reports, among others, the frequency of occurrence of German triggers in an annotated corpus of German medical text (Wermter and Hahn, 2004) , that, as far as we know, is not available for public use. Both publications, (Gros and Stede, 2013) and (Chapman et al., 2013) , are related to our work. However, Negtopus focuses currently only on negation terms. It has been evaluated on a set of only 12 cardiology reports for German negation detection. NegEx with the German trigger set has not been evaluated and thus its performance is still unknown to us.
Methods
The adaptation of NegEx to German requires having a set of triggers written in German. In order to evaluate the new system, a gold standard data set is necessary, consisting of medical text with tagged findings and a classification of those findings as negated, speculated or affirmed.
Baseline Algorithm description
The baseline algorithm uses a small list of negation and speculation terms obtained from a previous annotation task of another dataset. If one of those terms co-occur in the same sentence with a previously tagged finding, we assume the finding is negated or speculated. If not we assume it is affirmed.
NegEx Algorithm description
NegEx (Chapman et al., 2001 ) takes as input sentences, each of them with a previously tagged finding, and a list of triggers (negation and speculation terms), and as output it determines whether the finding is negated, speculated or affirmed. Each trigger has a label assigned, which determines the scope of the negation or speculation. PREN and POST labels correspond to negation terms that occur before and after the finding respectively. The same occurs with PREP and POSP, referring to speculation terms. CONJ refers to trigger terms that terminate the scope of a negation or speculation and PSEU to pseudonegations. 3 For more information refer to Chapman et al. (2001) .
The algorithm takes the following decisions: if a finding appears more than once in the sentence, and one of the occurrences is negated, the algorithm assumes that all occurrences are negated. If there are many occurrences of the same trigger in the trigger list (with different labels), the algorithm uses the label according to this precedence list: PREN, POST, PREP and POSP.
Triggers
The translated NegEx triggers of Chapman et al. (2013) are publicly available and our work is based on them. However, due to various reasons the original translation has been adapted by us. First, in some cases the authors suggest alternative formulations and regular expressions for a trigger. Those alternatives were added to the trigger list and regular expressions were transformed into strings (e.g. kein.{0, 2}signifikant.{0, 2}(aenderung.{0, 2}|Veraenderung.{0, 2}) to keine signifikante aendeurng | keine signifikanten anderungen, etc.) (no significant changes). Next, a small set of triggers have been exchanged by using an alternative translation. Moreover, new triggers which appeared to be useful were also added to the list. Classification with respect to speculation, proper negation and pseudo-negations and direction of scope was also revised for all triggers (i.e. the appropriate labels were assigned). A set of 506 triggers was obtained. 4 In addition to our trigger set, tests were also performed with the triggers translated by Chapman et al. (2013) without modification. The set contains 167 triggers. Alternative translations and regular expressions were not considered.
Creation of a German Negation and Speculation Gold Standard
The data used for the following experiments consists of anonymized German discharge summaries and clinical notes of the nephrology domain. Both types of documents (discharge summaries and clinical notes) are written by medical doctors and have significant differences. The clinical notes are rather short and are written by doctors during or shortly after a visit of a patient. Discharge summaries instead are written during a stay at the hospital. The document is more structured. It contains information about medical history, diagnosis, condition, medication etc. of the patient. Discharge summaries contain much more text compared to clinical notes and often contain longer and more well-formed sentences.
Both types of documents exhibit non-standard abbreviations, that might include findings and negations among them (e.g. oB -ohne Befund (without finding)-, opB -ohne pathologischer Befund (without pathological finding)-). Texts have morphemes representing negation, speculation or findings and positioned as prefix, suffix or in the middle of a word. Examples are un*, like in unangenehm (uncomfortable), unklar(e-er-es) (not clear), unverändert(e) (unchanged) and *los or *losigkeit, like in Appetitslosigkeit (anorexia) and Schlaflosigkeit (insomnia) (both represent findings), problemlos(e) (without problems) (that represents the absence of a finding). In order to be able to evaluate the results of our NegEx adaptation, a manually annotated gold standard was required. The annotation was carried out using the brat rapid annotation tool. 6 Moreover, in order to decrease the time dedicated to manual annotation, the data was automatically pre-annotated using an annotation tool (Roller et al., 2016) .
Potential triggers were detected by using a small negation and speculation dictionary. Findings were pre-annotated using data of the UMLS 7 Methathesaurus. If a given string can be found in UMLS and its semantic type matches a set of predefined types (Anatomical Abnormality, Congenital Abnormality, Acquired Abnormality, Finding, Sign or Symptom, Pathologic Function, Disease or Syndrome, Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction, Neoplastic Process, Injury or Poisoning), then the string was annotated as a finding by the tool. After, the data was processed by a human annotator. Annotations wrongly made by the tool were removed or corrected and missing concepts were included. Furthermore, the annotator had to decide and annotate whether a given finding occurs in a positive, negative or rather speculative context. Finally, the annotations were corrected by a second -more-experienced-annotator to enhance the quality of the data. Table 3 shows the number of findings that are affirmed, the number that are speculated and the number that are negated in the gold standard. The table shows, that both document types contain a large number of negations. It is interesting to note, that the ratio of affirmed and negated/speculated concepts is very different in both sets. While clinical notes contain approx. 25% more negations than affirmations, the data set contains hardly any speculations. On the other hand, the discharge summaries contain three times more affirmations than negations and speculations. However, the number of speculations is significantly higher compared to the clinical notes. Table 4 and Table 5 present an analysis of the annotated negation and speculation terms for each document type. The tables depict the most frequent negation and speculation triggers in combination with trigger order (i.e. the trigger comes before or after the finding) and its overall frequency. Furthermore, the tables present the mean word distance between trigger and finding, including standard deviation (std) and the overall information about how frequently a trigger occurs before (b) or after (a). The tables show that the variation of triggers in the clinical notes is much smaller compared to the trigger variation in the discharge summaries. This can be explained by the telegraphic style of the clinical notes. In those reports, information is written very quickly, often while the patient is sitting next to the doctor. Due to time pressure and the internal use of the notes, verbose formulations are rare.
The analysis of the data and the development of the trigger set were performed in an independent way (annotated negation and speculation terms were not added as triggers).
Results
In this section we present the negation and speculation detection results of our NegEx adaptation (which we call OTS -our trigger set-) and the comparison against the original NegEx triggers provided by Chapman et al. (2013) (which we call NTS -NegEx trigger set-) and against our baseline. Results are presented in Table 6 and Table 7 and evaluated by using Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1. In this case Table 7 : Performance on the speculation detection task for both datasets with NegEx and with the baseline. Table 8 shows the negation and speculation triggers that appear more than four times, taking into account discharge summaries and clinical notes.
Discussion
The results show, that the baseline algorithm provides promising results for the negation detection task. This might have to do with the fact that in German many of the triggers can be used before or after the finding (see Table 1 ). However, the results show, that in all cases the NegEx adaptation achieves better results compared to the baseline algorithm. In particular the negation and speculation detection applied to the discharge summaries leads to much better results than using the baseline algorithm. This can be explained by the fact that the discharge summaries include a larger variety of triggers, which are not covered by the baseline, but covered by the German trigger set. Moreover, discharge summaries have longer and more complex sentences, that include CONJ triggers, which end the scope of negation. However, the results show, that both algorithms achieve better results using the clinical notes. We believe the reason is related to the fact that clinical notes have much shorter and simpler sentences than the ones of discharge summaries. The test with the original German trigger set achieves lower results than our NegEx adaptation and our baseline. The results improve and are similar to ours (F1=0.92 for discharge summaries and 0.94 for clinical notes) if the trigger keine is added to NTS. Table 8 : Negation and speculation triggers used more than four times. Both kind of reports are taken into account.
Considering the 506 triggers of our data, only 27 occur in the clinical reports (see the ones used more than four times in Table 8 ). This makes us infer that the translation effort could be avoided in further adaptation of NegEx to other languages. Other works arrived to similar conclusions (Cotik et al., 2016) .
Reviewing the errors, we found that syntactic analysis could improve our results. For instance, in kein starker Krampf (no strong cramp), Krampf is under the scope of kein (no), a PREN trigger, but no is actually addressing to strong and not to cramp. The use of Part of Speech tagging or dependency parsing information could help us avoid this error. Moreover, the original NegEx speculation triggers did not help us to find speculation. In fact with those triggers no speculation terms have been detected (see Table 7 ). Thus, a number of speculation triggers have been added to OTS. Triggers were taken from general German knowledge and from the transformation of some of the original negation triggers to their corresponding speculation triggers (e.g. Ohne Verdacht -without suspicion-originated Verdacht -suspicion-). In particular, we added the trigger ? as a speculation term occurring after the finding, since we knew it is frequently used in the clinical notes to express uncertainty. Some False Negative results were generated by the abundance of acronyms, some of them indicating negation of findings (e.g. in oB -ohne Befund, without finding-, B -Befund, finding-was annotated as negated, but we don't have o-ohne, whithout-as a trigger). In all cases negation detection achieves better results than speculation detection. This might be due to the fact that there is much greater variety of triggers for indicating speculation than triggers for indicating negation. Additionally, we detected some missing triggers. In some cases two classifications of the triggers (e.g nicht) were possible (see Table 1 ). For those triggers we missed some correct classifications, where the trigger appeared in the less frequent order (for example Lymphozele nicht mehr sichtbar , Lymphocele not visible anymore) was classified as positive, since nicht was in the trigger list as a PREN trigger. See also trigger preference list in Section 3.2.
Parenthesis and commas were not included as CONJ triggers in our trigger set. After evaluating FP and FN results (see Tables 6 and 7 ) tests were performed including them. Including parenthesis and commas as triggers reduces the number of false positives. Consider for example those cases that use the trigger nicht: Hat Nitrendipin nicht vertragen (Flush) (Did not tolerate Nitrendipin (flush)). Befinden seit Entlassung nicht gebessert, hat weiterhin Diarrhoe (Condition has not been improved since discharge, has still diarrhoea). In the previous examples the findings Flush and Diarrhoe are out of the scope of negation and therefore misclassified. We also could avoid false negatives in speculation detection in cases such as keine Oedeme (...) (serom?) (no edema (...) (serum?)), because with our trigger set serum? is under the scope of kein. In a subsequent test, we included parenthesis and commas as CONJ triggers, which increased F1 of clinical notes to 0.98 and F1 of discharge summaries to 0.94 for negations and F1 of clinical notes to 0.62 (with a recall of 1) and F1 of discharge summaries to 0.58 for speculation.
As explained above, clinical notes are much shorter than discharge summaries. The language is less verbose, often just consisting of sequences of noun phrases with some embedded prepositional phrases. Discharge summaries in contrast contain more verbs and full sentences. Thus it is not surprising when our analysis of triggers shows that the term kein(e) -no-as a negative determiner is much more often used in clinical notes (571 vs. 128) whereas the sentence negation nicht (not) occurs more often in discharge summaries (32 vs 18). Our NegEx adaptation for negations yields very good results. Although not easily comparable (because of being applied to different languages and types of medical reports), they are better than the ones obtained by the original algorithm for English clinical texts and to the adaptations done to Swedish and Spanish (in this last case only for clinical notes, discharge summaries results are similar to results obtained for Spanish). They also outperform results obtained on 12 German cardiology reports by Gros and Stede (2013) . We believe that the fact of having short sentences with simple syntactic structures helps us to get good results. It should also be considered that our data set is highly redundant (some negations or negation types occur frequently). In order to improve results an hybrid method combining syntactic analysis could be used.
Conclusions
This paper presented negation and speculation detection of medical findings reported in German clinical data. Two approaches were introduced: A dictionary look-up algorithm, that was taken as a baseline and an approach based on a revised version of an existing German NegEx trigger set. Tests were also performed with triggers that were previously translated to German. The system has been tested on two different data sets, German discharge summaries and German clinical notes. In both cases the German NegEx system outperforms the baseline and achieves an F1-Score above 0.9. Furthermore this work presented an analysis of negations and speculations existing in both document types. The analysis shows, that physicians tend to use a structurally simple and precise language. Therefore the degree of lexical variation in expressing negation is very low. However, applying NegEx to other text types might turn out to be more challenging.
As Chapman et al. (2013) state, the translation of triggers to another languages has faced a number of issues. German is a language with agglutinative features, where a morpheme representing negation can be added to a word. NegEx does not address this fact. German is an inflected language, so a single term can be translated to many others, because of gender and number agreement. This increased the size of our trigger set.
One of the challenges of working with medical language is the need for careful anonymization. Texts also exhibit large numbers of technical terms and non-standardized and ambiguous abbreviations. All of this raises the efforts needed for corpus curation and annotation raising the demand for gold-standard data that can be shared.
Future Work
We plan to detect negation that is represented by bound morphemes (prefix or suffix) of relevant content words. If a lexeme lf stands for a medical finding according to the UMLS thesaurus, lf +"los" (without) should be considered as a negation of the finding, e.g., schlaflos (without sleeping), but also lf +"los" or lf +"losigkeit" could be included in the thesaurus (e.g. Appetitslosigkeit (anorexia) and Schlaflosigkeit (insomnia)), and in this case the presence of suffix or infix los does note indicate the absence of a finding.
We also intend to investigate the benefits of employing syntactic analyses to improve the results. Especially for the clinical notes, chunk parsing technology will have to be adapted in order to cope with the nature of this text sort.
